CLEANERS + SEALERS
FOR CONCRETE PAVERS AND NATURAL STONES

PATIO SEAL POROUS
Description:
Patio seal porous is an impregnating sealer meaning it will leave no sheen, no shine, or surface coating of any kind. The product soaks into the stone surface which remains completely natural in appearance. Patio seal porous protects stone from staining from food oil, grease, drinks, leaves, trees and general dirt. It helps to reduce algae growth.

PATIO SEAL POROUS PLUS
Description:
Patio seal porous plus is an impregnating sealer meaning it will leave no sheen, no shine, or surface coating of any kind. The product soaks into the stone surface which remains completely natural in appearance. But enhances the natural color. Patio seal porous plus protects stone from staining from food, oil, grease, drinks, leaves, trees, and general dirt. It also helps reduce algae growth.

STONE SEAL GOLD
Description:
Stone Seal Gold is an impregnating sealer, meaning it will leave no sheen, shine, or surface coating of any kind. The product soaks into the stone surface which remains completely natural in appearance. Stone Seal Gold protects stone from staining from food, oil, grease, drinks, leaves, trees and general dirt. It also helps reduce algae growth.
WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Visit our website at earthworksstone.com to find out about our entire range of quality hardscape products.

Keep us on your smart phone by visiting the app store and downloading the EarthWorks app. Here, you will be able to:
- View all of our natural stone collections!
- Watch our incredible project videos!
- Connect with us on Social Media!
- Call us directly! (800) 887-4555

Updated regularly with new products & videos!

ALGERASE
**Description:**
Specially designed solution for removing green algae, slime, moss, and other plant derived deposits. Highly concentrated for a cost-effective treatment. Product is self-acting and requires no scrubbing. It’s easy to use and prevents regrowth for up to one year. This product contains no acids or chlorine. It is not suitable for removing “black spot” algae.

BIORASE
**Description:**
Removes organic type soiling such as black spot algae, green algae, staining from bird droppings, leaves, trees, bark, compost, and colored food spilling such as tea, coffee, wine and popscicles, etc.

BUILDERASE
**Description:**
Removes mineral type residues including cement and mortar residues, efflorescence, rust stains, general dirt and grime, hard water scale (lime scale), grout haze and good film.

POWERASE
**Description:**
Removes general dirt, mud, oil, grease spills, and most food residues. It can help to remove sap and residues from plants. It is used prior to Biorase when removing stains from birds.